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This is the creature that has never been.

They never knew it, and yet, none the less.

They loved the wayit moved, its suppleness,
Its neck, its verygaze, mild and serene.

Not there because they loved it, it behaved

as though it were.Theyalways kept a space.

And in that clear unpeopledspace theysaved
It lightly reared its head, with scarce a trace

Of not being there. They fed it not with corn,
But only with the possibility

of being. And that was ableto confer

Suchstrength, its brow put forth a horn. One horn.
Whitely it stole up to the maid, - to be

Within the silver mirror and in her.86

Introduction

Daniela F. Sieff, D.Phil, is writer with roots in evolutionary anthropology and an active in
terest in the dynamics of the psyche. The question that has engaged her is: 'What makes us
who we are?' She has explored this question in relation to (1) the internal psychological and
emotional world (2) the external physical, social and relational world, and (3) our species'
evolutionary heritage. Her exploration has taken the form of both scholarship and personal
experience. Daniela SieflF has a doctorate in biological anthropology from the University of
Oxford. Her research took her to a wilderness region ofTanzaniato livewith a traditional cat
tle-herding people. She studied what families needed to survive, as well as how evolutionary
processes contributeto shaping social behavior. Forthe last 15years Daniela Sieff has focused
on the dynamics of the wounded psyche. Her understanding has emerged through bring
ing together her own personal experience with knowledge that comes from psychotherapy,
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neurobiology, anthropology and evolution. Her book, Understanding andHealing Emotional
Trauma: Conversations with Pioneering Clinicians andResearchers was born out of this process,
and was published by Routledge in 2015. For more information seewww.danielasieff.com

Maja: When did you first do a BodySoul Rhythms intensive and whydid yousign up for it?

Daniela: I did my first intensive in 2002.1 had been exploring my innerworld fora few years,
but I wasworkingwith a man and we had talkedabout whether I needed to work with a
woman aswell. He encouraged me to explore that possibility and because MarionWood
man's bookshad spoken to me, I e-mailed her website to seewhat the possibilities might
be. I received a reply saying that Marion was leading a workshop in the UK that autumn.
I signed up! Since then I have done six intensives and a number of other seminars.

Maja: What did you experience at your first intensive?

Daniela: The first intensive was terrifying. I had no ideawhat was happening and whether I
could trust it. I knew Marion's books, but I knew nothing about Marion as a person. I
also knew nothing about the other two leaders, Mary Hamilton and Ann Skinner, and
I did not know any of the apprentices or any of the participants. I had never done any
of the exercises before, or indeed anything even vaguely similar. I had no idea where the
week was going. That was both scary and exciting. That made the first intensive different
to all the others. The element of danger felt very real during the first intensive because
it was a journey into a totally unknown land. But despitemy terror, the opportunity to
enter into the unknown wasincrediblyvaluable. During a healing journey wecontinually
have to enter the unknown, and to have an opportunity to experience that in a safe and
contained environment was incrediblyprecious.

Another advantage of it all beingso unknown was that I had no preconceptions. The
unknown creates a blank space into which something totally new can emerge. A Zen
koan, that Marion loves, captures the potential of that edge:

Rideyour horsealong the edge
of the sword

Hide yourselfin the middleof the flames
Blossoms of the fruit tree will

Bloom in the fire

The sun rises in the evening87

87 Quoted in MarionWoodman, The Pregnant Virgin: A Process ofPsychological Transformation, p. 177.
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During the first intensive, I felt myself riding along the edge of a sword in a way that
was not repeated at laterworkshops. During the first intensive, the raw fear constellated
by stepping into a completely unknown process created a sharp intensity that brought
deep learning. Consequently, although later intensives have been hugely powerful —
perhaps more powerful than the first — they lack the rawadventure that I experienced
the first time, and I miss that. On the other hand, at later intensives, because I knew the

format and trusted the process and the leaders, I could allow myself to surrender to the
exercises, and so I dropped more deeply into what I carried in my unconscious. That
brought different learning.

Maja: Can you talk moreabout that process of allowing yourself to drop to deeperlevels and
how that changed as you did more workshops?

Daniela: At my first workshop I was so guarded that I did not truly drop into a deeperspace
until the final night. Earlier in the week, when we were doing bodywork, it seemed to
me that everybody else was genuinely into what was happening, whereas I felt that I
was not getting it. I felt as if I was putting on an act. I was self-consciously deciding on
somethingto do, and then doing it. It was onlyduring the verylastexercise that I finally
allowed what was there to emerge more organically. However, at subsequent intensives
I surrendered to the exercises more easily and dropped more deeply. I have not felt that
I was acting since the first intensive. There were several reasons for that change—all of
which centered on greater trust. First, I trusted the leaders. Second, I knew the exercises,
had a sense of what was coming next and trusted the process. Third, I had got to know
someof the participants and had a sense of whom I felt comfortable partneringand who
I trusted. And fourth, as my ability to contain myself got better, I began to trust myself
to hold the emerging energies.

Maja: I am interested in that deep drop you speak about—I can imagine the fear and feelings
of danger at the first intensives when it was so totally unknown. Could you speak more
about that?

Daniela: During the intensives we make masks out of plasterof Paris on our faces. We deco
rate the masks with whateverattracts us, and wear them during a series of improvisations.
The idea is that the masks allow us to embody and recognize a previously hidden aspect
of ourselves which is now ready to come into consciousness. At the end of the week, we
do a final improvisation with our maskand at the end of the improvisation weorganically
find an T am statement' which encapsulates the energy held by our mask.

My partner did her work first. What emerged from her improvisation was T am joy!'
and it was glorious to mirror that. It is with me to this day. Then it was my turn. I was
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frightened thatnothing would emerge (and thatI would beexposed as a fraud), so before
the improvisation started, I asked myself, 'What shall I do to fill this space?' Marion had
been talking about the 'sword of discretion' and I liked the sound of it, so I consciously
decided to use that as the basis for my improvisation. I hada stone that I had picked up
during a very significant run, and as I forcefully cut' through the carpet with mystone
I said, T am a sword.' At the time I felt as though I was acting, although in retrospect
I realized that my choice to act T am a sword' rather than, T am a pink elephant' came
from somewhere real.

However, during that improvisation I also found myself saying, T am pain.' That
took me by surprise, and so when the time came to settle on one statement I was unsure
which to choose. As I was oscillating back and forth between the two statements, the
woman who wasmirroring me said that T am pain' had sounded more authentic than T
am sword.' That hit something in me. I collapsed. Everyone else was emerging from the
depthsand preparing for the final night's ritual, and I was curledup in a heapon the floor
in what felt like overwhelming pain.

Maja: What happened then?

Daniela: Somehow I got up, and prepared myself for the very final ritual, which involves
articulating the essence of what we have discovered about ourselves during the intensive,
and also deciding on a sacrifice which will create space into which the new energy can
emerge. Theneach of uscomes to the centerofa circle, and declares that, eitherout aloud
or silently. The statement that captured the essence of my week was similar to the T am'
statement of my mask, but it also includeda consciousness of the shame that I carried. It
was T am ashamed of my pain.' I cameto the center of the circle and said that.

However one of the things that I hadalready learned in my therapeuticprocess, is that
shamecan only be healed if it isexposed to anotherwho accepts us. More importantly, in
order to heal shamewe have to know that we are beingseen whilst exposing our shame,
and on sitting down I realized that although I had spoken my truth, I had been looking
at the floor and had not made eye contact with anybody. That left me thinking I had
missedan opportunity.

I had gone relatively early in the evening so when the others were taking their turn I
contemplated returning to the circle. Did I need to go back and do more in order to make
it real? Or had I done as much as I was capable of doing at that point in my journey, and
should I leave it to next time, rather than forcing it?Was this an opportunity to acceptmy
(current) limitsand to learna little about patience? Eventually, when everybody had had
their turn, Marion asked, Ts there anythingelse?' 'Yes!' I replied, 'Can I come back into
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the circle? I remember it to this day. In that moment I felt more vulnerable, frightened
and connected to my pain than at any time previously.

Returning to the circle I talked about being ashamed of my pain. However, when I
came to the end I realized that, yet again myeyes had been fixed to the floor. So I stood
in silence and willed myself to look up. When I eventually managed to raise my gaze,
I purposefully looked around the circle, making eye contact with everyone. And I was
aware that Marion, Mary, and Ann, as well as some of the other women, were meeting
mygaze with profoundpresence, acceptance and compassion. It was enormously healing,
partly because I had found the courage within myself to return to the circle, and partly
because of how I was received.

That said, I would havebeen in trouble had I not been engaged in an ongoing thera
peutic process. I ended that intensive at the nadir of a descent rather than back in the
light where I was 'supposed' to be,and I desperately needed a safe place in which I could
continue to work with what had emerged.

Maja: You went back to your analyst, worked with it, and came back to the next intensive?
Why?

Daniela: I came back because that first intensive had opened doors. It had touched some
thing and had been a powerful and provocative week. Going back into the circle was
what Daniel Stern calls a 'Now Moment'88 - a moment when something shifts in our
unconscious and wehave an opportunityto takea steptowards a newworld. Also I aman
explorer, and I wantedto return to the environment in which I had been able to explore.
In addition, I had made a connection with Mary and that left an imprint. The intensive
was held on the edge of Dartmoor National Park and in the early mornings I had gone
running on the moors. Mostmornings I had bumped into Mary, who was also out run
ning, and our silentearly morning nodsof acknowledgment forged a bond.

Maja: And your next intensive? How was that?

Daniela: My nextintensive was heldat Landegg in Switzerland, and I was disappointed. I did
not like the place. It was on the edgeof a town and I missed beingable to get out into
nature. The food was not great—it was rather like bad school food, and felt unhealthy
rather than nourishing. Outside the room in whichweworked was a large television that
waspermanendyswitchedon and whichwas loud and distracting. And Marioncould not
make it because she had been ill.

88 Stern, The Present Moment in Psychotherapy andEveryday Life.
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Maja: What does Marion add to the workshop?

Daniela: A huge amount. For mejourneying into the unconscious depends not on the form
of the exercises, but on the person who is facilitating the process. If I am going to that
edge, then I need to workwithsomebody who has actually lived it. Marion haslived it in
a way that few people have. She has faced herdarkness head-on. Thatgives mepermission
to do the same. It helps me build the trust needed to risk change. During the intensives
knowing that Marion, Mary, andAnn have been there, and that they have come through,
offers me the freedom to let go because I trust that they can pull me through if I am in
too deep.

I believe that when we do this kind of workwe intuitivelysensehow deep it is safe to
go, depending on who is facilitating the process. Forexample, I recently went to a Jung-
ian workshop where two separate speakers each led different active imaginations, as part
of their respective sessions. One of them had clearly been to the edge—and the workthat
I did with that person was profound. However, with the other analyst I thought, T am
not doing this exercise with you. I do not trust this. It doesn't feel safe.' When I started
doing BodySoul Rhythms intensives, I intuitively trusted Marion, Mary, and Ann.

Marion also offers a lived example of what it means to be well, despite having suf
fered childhood trauma. Marion's energy implicitly says that there is a way through our
wounds. Growing up in a less than healthy emotional environment we bury parts of
ourselves, devise a set of erroneous internal beliefs, develop a shame-based identity, and
construct a set of fear-driven implicit rules. At some barelyconscious level we know this
is causing us suffering, and we have a desperate need to change. However these beliefs
and behaviors are all we haveever known. Theyare hard-wired into our psyche, and we
cannot actually imagine any other way of being. Thus to have any chance of changing,
we need a model of somebody who has lived through trauma and who has found a new
way to be. Marion has been one of my models. She has incrediblevibrancyand passion,
and what became clear to me was that her aliveness was rooted in her acceptance of her
pain and suffering. She hasshown me that there is a way through and that has been in
spirational. Marion says that the poet, Emily Dickinson, gave her hope that lifecould be
different. Marion is one of the people who have given me similarhope.

Another inspiring thing about Marion is howshe shares her own experiences so gen
erously and vulnerably. For example, I remember her telling us of an occasion when she
had to leave Canada for Zurich, to continue her studies at The Jung Institute. Marion
was unsureabout leaving Canada because her motherwas ill, but her motherencouraged
her to go, saying, 'Marion, if you can be free, then go! When Marion shared that story,
she followed it by saying, 'And I will say the same to all of you ladies; if you can be free,
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then go!' That was a Now! Moment and opened a door to healing. It hit meat a visceral
level and created sparks of possibility. And it had that power because it was being said
by a woman who had actually lived it and who was vulnerable enough to let others into
what she had lived.

In Rilke's poem, 'Sonnets to Orpheus,' there isa lineabout howthey feed the unicorn
not with corn, but with 'the possibility of being.'When I encountersomebody asauthen
tic as Marion, I feel that I am beingfed by the possibility of being.

Maja: You say that the intensives have providedyou with a space in which what you hold in
your unconscious can comeinto the lightof consciousness, grow and unfold. Would you
be willing to talk about what has unfoldedduring the workshops? Can you seea thread?
Do you seesomethingworking itselfthrough?

Daniela: I do seean unfolding thread, and that is most easily described through my masks.
The first mask that I made,which I nowcall The Devon Mask, was a split mask. On the
left therewasa gash in the jawline,and when I was in the energy of this sideof the mask
I wouldcrouch low, feel as though I was cowering at the backof a cage, and move like
a wary, hesitant, frightened martial artist. I called this side 'The Injured Cub.' However,
if anybody approached me I would switch into the other side of the mask, whereupon
I would stand up tall, bow to them, but then turn away. I called this side 'The Marble
Figure.'

When I created that mask I was not converse with Jungian theory, but I now under
stand that split as a classic manifestation of the archetypal self-care system that Donald
Kalsched has described.89 Kalsched argues that following trauma a self-care survival sys
tem is constellated and at the coreof this system isa split. On the one hand there is the
wounded, threatened, child-like part of us, which retreats into the dark in order to re
main safely hidden (The Injured Cub). On theotherhand, thereispart of uswhich grows
up prematurely and becomes a rigid defense system whose attempts at self-protection
often swing into self-persecution (The Marble Figure).90 In retrospect, the fit between my
first maskand the dynamic that Kalsched describes was astounding.

Actually, that is one of the things that I find most precious about the BodySoul
Rythms mask-work—it gives me the space in whichI can live aspects of mypsyche in an

89 Kalsched, The Inner World of Trauma.
90 Donald Kalsched and D.F. Sieff, "Uncovering the Secrets of theTraumatized Psyche: The Life-

saving Inner Protector who isalso a Prosecutor. In, D.F. Sieff, Understanding andHealing Emotional
Trauma: Conversations with Pioneering Clinicians andResearchers, pp. 11-24.
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unfettered and intense way, and so develop an embodied, experiential consciousness of
what I carry.

I have now done a lotofwork with thatmask and it has been amazing to witness how
it has changed, and how those changes reflect what is happening in my actual life. I have
repainted it several times. I have cut away sections of it. I have added new textures to its
surface. In otherwords, The Devon Mask has unfolded and grown and now exists in a
different incarnation.

Every time I have altered the mask I have felt afraid. I have been scared that I would
not like the new version as much as theold. Butofcourse that fear simply reflects whatis
happening deep in mypsyche. Altering a mask highlights the fact that I am in a process
ofpsychological change, andthat invariably terrifies me. However, I photograph each in
carnation, and, unsurprisingly, I always find that I prefer the newversion to the old one.
In fact, when I lookback over the images of the fouror five different incarnations ofThe
Devon Mask, it documents quite a journey.

Maja: Could you speaka little moreabout your journeywith that mask?

Daniela: One aspect of that journey has centered on what that gash means to me. Over the
course of the intensives I discovered that the gash is fuel for my curiosity and for my
desire to become more conscious.

Thatbecame clear towards theendofmy thirdintensive. I hadbeen working withThe
Devon Mask, and when it came timeto articulate the T am'statementI found myselfsay
ing, 'Curiosity did not kill the cub! I am free to be curious. I AM free to be curious.' The
exercise which opened the door to that statementhappenedearlier in the week. Wewere
doing improvisations to draw out the energy of our masks, when Ann produced a large
ball of string. I (or rather the half-hidden part of me that was being expressed through
that mask) saw this densely wound ball and gleefully thought, 'This is mask-work and I
cando whatever I want!' With that I proceeded to unravel the entire ball of string. I had
no sense of the meaning of what I was doing at the time, and I did not particularly care.
All I knew was that I was full of delight and joy. I couldmake as much mess asI wanted,
knowing that because this was mask-work nobody wouldstop me.

It was only after the exercise, when reflecting on the experience in my journal, that
I became conscious of its deeper meaning. Something in me is driven to unravel the
tangled ball of beliefs that is written into my unconscious. Something in me delights in
releasing a psychological knot, and discovering an underlying pattern. And when The
Wounded Cubsaw that ball ofstring, it provided a hook which enabled thatpartof my
selfto be lived in a playful, exaggerated andembodied way. Through that I learned some-
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thing important about myself. I already knew that I would always carry an injury and
that there would always be a bloody gash. I believe that the pain of our deepest wounds
does not ever go away. However, through that exercise I became more conscious of how
mywounds fuelled the explorer in meand, as a consequence, I began to give myself per
mission to live my curiositymore fully and generously.

Maja: You said The Devon Mask is a split mask. Will you talk about the other side of the
mask?

Daniela: The Marble Figure also transformed during the intensives. It began asa hard, rigid,
stony defense system, and over time it changed into a much more alive, flexible and
healthy protective energy. Thatchange became manifest during myfourth or fifth inten
sive. The alternative T am' statement from my first intensive of T am a sword' had stayed
with me, and feeling ready to explore that energy, I had brought a wooden sword to the
intensive and had worked with it throughout the week. However, at the start of the final
improvisation I found that I was very ambivalent about picking up the sword. I knew
where myambivalence was comingfrom: picking up the sword symbolized the lettinggo
of a layer of my victim-identity and owning more of my power. That felt very frighten
ing. I stood quiedy with my fears, and only after some minutes could I muster enough
courage to pick it up. Once I had picked up the sword, my cautiousness and ambivalence
faded, and I spent the rest of the exercise cutting dead branches off trees whilst leaping
around the garden. It was great fun. It was immensely satisfying and it gave me an em
bodied taste of a new wayto defend myself.

Theanimal response to a perceived threat is to freeze, flee, fight or collapse. Whenever
I felt threatenedmy habitual response was to freeze, whereupon I became panic-stricken,
disconnected and rigid. The energy embodied by the original Marble Figure epitomized
that dynamic. But it was something that I needed to change because it was limiting me
and causing me pain. Yet at the same time I was terrified of change, because I had no
idea if I could protect myself without The Marble Statue. During that exercise, when I
felt myself using a weapon in a fluid and discriminating manner, I got a taste of the way
forward. The experience of selectively cuttingaway the deadwood gave mea glimpse of
how my life might be if I couldcut out the obsolete partsof my defense system, and de
velop new ways to protectmyselfwhich were more fluid, responsive and discriminating.

On reflection, it is not only Marion, Ann, and Marywho offer me a model of a dif
ferent way to be, but my own masks also give me precious models. Marion often quotes
Meister Eckhart who said, When the soul wishes to experience something, she throws
an image of the experience out before her, and enters into her own image.' Although
the primary impetus for change and growth is myday-to-day reality rather than images
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and dreams, my masks have provided me with embodied images of new ways of being.91
Moreover, when I then try to actually transform my lived reality, I can turn to thevisceral
experience of working with mymasks for encouragement and inspiration.

Maja: Whilst you were telling thestory ofyour mask-work with The Injured Cub, I was taken
bythe fact that neither you norAnn could know what a ball ofstring might mean toyou.
However, when you followed the impulse to pick up the ball of string, and to unravel it
on the floor, it opened up a new way of being for you. It allowed you to live the joyof
your inner explorer in a more meaningful and conscious way. I am fascinated that you
didn't know what was happening when you were going with it. I also wonder how that
is different from sittingdown and saying, "Yes, I will unravel this stringand then I will
do this and that."

Daniela: Sometimes I have a sense of what is going on whilst I am living the mask energy,
such as when I was ambivalent about picking up the sword. Other times I do not. Both
experiences can be valuable. For me it isnot about knowing or not knowing the meaning
of what is happing as it happens, rather it is about being in an environment that fosters
the capacity for us to be surprised by ourselves. The intensives create a safe, yet spirited
atmosphere in whichanything ispossible. I had never experienced anythinglikeit before.
During intensives I often feel the painful turmoil of journeying into darkness, but at the
sametime I feel the childlike delightand wonderof beingfree to try on different energies,
and to be surprised by what comes through from my deeperself.

That element of surprise is not there if we sit down beforehand and think T will do
this and I willdo that.' When we think our way into what we are going to do before do
ing it we remain in the land of the known. That feels safe, but it meanswe shut down the
opportunity for hitherto unlived parts of ourselves to become animated, embodied and
enlivened. We have to be able to surprise ourselves if weare to growand change.

Maja: What do you think happens when you have an experience like that? What happens
when it unfolds organically, and you live it throughyour body? Are there any other expe
riences with your masks that speakof this?

Daniela: It seems to me that when experiences unfoldorganically, and we live them through
our body, the memory of that experience is written into our being in a way that can
change us. It is one thing to think or imagine 'X' or 'Y,' and quite another to know it in

91 Maja note on mask: yesand with mask-work you create the image, the form, and you become it,
you move like it, you are in the world likeit and relate from it—likepracticinga new role, a newnot
before lived (at least consciously) way of being in the world). You get a lived experience.
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our nervous system, muscles and bones because we have lived it. Forexample, Marion
talks about an archetypal energy that she calls Death Mother. For Marion, when Death
Mother energy comes at us, we feel thatwe have been hit in our bodies as well as in our
psyches, and we collapse.92 We feel that we have been caught by Medusa's stare and we
turn to stone. We retreat into what Marion calls 'possum-psychology,' whereupon we
make ourselves as small as possible in an attempt to disappear. Marion describes how,
in the face of Death Mother, our life-energy drains from us and end up yearning for
the oblivion of death. Shesays that if we spend long enough in this state, that yearning
permeates our physical bodies as well as our psyches, and we may become ill. During
one piece of mask-work I got a visceral sense of what Marion was talking about. It was
pouring with rain, and horribly windy, but my mask 'led' me outside to begin the exer
cise lying in a flower bed. Then I buried myself under leaves and earth.At that point my
actions seemed to symbolize the healthy acceptance of a journeyinto the darkness of the
underworld, and being covered in moist, richsoil felt organic, nourishing and grounding.
I felt earthed and rooted in a wholesome way. But suddenlymy sense of what was hap
pening changed and I felt suffocated by the earth that I had piled on top of me. I found
myselfthinking, 'Is this a tomb? Am I tryingto bury myselfalive? In short, I experienced
the sudden shift of a positive energy flipping over to its dark side, and in this case it was
verydark because it was an experience of Death Mother.

However, despite being freaked out by my awareness that Death Mother had been
constellated, I stayedwith the energy and eventually it changedagain. Then I found my
selfin a place where I was asalive as I had ever been. At the conclusion of the exercise my
T am' statement was: T am alive and at home in the earth and the water, and what others

call dirt... and I am VERY, VERY alive!'

So that exercise gave me an embodied sense of several of the dynamics that Marion
has talked about. First, how archetypal energy can swing from one pole to its opposite.
Second, how the Death Mother energy constellates the desire to sink into the oblivion of
death. And third, how the Death Mother energy can catapult us back into a vibrant life,
if we can bring it to consciousness. Moreover, I now have some understanding of those
dynamics not just because I have heard Marion speaking about them, but also because I
have experienced them, albeit in a safeand contained way.

It seems to me that at timespeople can use their intellect to escape from experience,
and their imaginative dream-world to escape from reality. BodySoul Rhythmsbodywork
takes us out of our intellect and at the same time it provides us with an opportunity to

92 See D.F. Sieff, Confronting Death Mother: An Interview with Marion Woodman in Spring 81, The
Psychology of Violence, pp. 177-199.
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ground our imagination in embodied reality. Certainly, the experiences of the intensives
can be left at the intensives, rather than brought back into daily life — it is far easier to
live something in thesafety ofan intensive than to live it for real. All thesame, BodySoul
Rhythms intensives offer an opportunity to bring what we learn through active imagina
tion one step closer towards reality.

Maja: Earlier, you mentioned that mask-work has helped you to 'build the trust needed to
riskchange.' Can you talk a little moreabout that?

Daniela: The wounded part of mewants thesafety of knowing what I am doing when I am
doing it, but staying in the known precludes change. Through mask-work I began to
learn how to trust what is happening in the moment, and to go with it, even when I do
not understand it. Unravelling the ball of stringwas a classic example of that.

One reason why I have been so scared of opening to the unknown is that I have been
scared ofwhatmight emerge from my unconscious. Maybe it would bea part of me that
would bring disapproval. Maybe it would be a toxic energy that would sabotage what I
caredabout. Mask-work has helped me to combat those fears, because it has shown me
that most often it is creative, wholesome and life-enhancing energies which are waiting
to emerge, rather than destructive energies.

Mask-work has also helped me to learn how to trust the quiet and apparently empty
space that is integral to change. Duringthe process of change we have to let goof the old
and wander aroundin no-man's landbefore the newcanemerge. I used to feel hopelessly
lost when I was in the no-man's land. It seemed to me that I was in a black void, and I
was terrified that I would never find myway out.Toescape myterror I would turn to my
intellect and try to think my way out as quickly as possible. In so doing, I would block
the process ofchange from unfolding inan organic and fluid way. However, during body
work Ann and Mary encourage us to trust the lulls, rather than force it. They emphasize
that there is no right and no wrong. They urge us to wait quietly, whilst listening for the
next impulse. Through that I have learned to trust that something more authentic will
emerge, if I can onlywaitand listen. As a consequence, I am now morepatientwith the
apparently empty space that is part of the process of change (even though I still do not
like it!).

Additionally, when I am in no-man's land,I can now hearMarion reciting some of her
favorite lines from T.S. Eliot's 'Four Quartets.' These lines—infused with Marion'svoice
and experience—also help to sustain me whilstI wait:

I said to mysoul, be still, and waitwithout hope
Forhopewouldbe hope for the wrong thing; waitwithout love,
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For love wouldbe love of thewrong thing; there isyet faith
But the faith and the love and the hope are all in the waiting.

Waitwithout thought, for youare not ready for thought:
So the darkness shall be the light,and the stillness the dancing.93

Maja: I am interested in what happens when we give ourselves room to explore, and whenwe
follow whatever wantsto comethrough. With your masks, was theresome kind of bigger
unfolding line in whatcame through? Was there a basic issue that was working itselfout?

Daniela: When I first wore The Devon mask, I experienced an Injured Cub hiding at the
backof a darkcage. Thecage had been built fordefense but it had become a prisonwhich
was guarded by a rigid, marble, protective-persecutor. Each time I worked with that
mask, a little more of the cub's energy dared to emerge from its cage, and much to my
surprise, that energy was received withacceptance and love, rather than fear and hostility.
As a result, The Marble Figure did not have to beso rigidin its defense, and I could begin
to dismantle the protective prison that my psyche constructed to secure my survival. So,
yes, there was a basic issue that was working itselfout, and that issue centeredon trans
forming the self-care system that DonaldKalsched talks about.

Mind you, I have to saythat most of that work of transforming my self-care system
has happened in my ongoing therapeutic process. What is more, in that process I focus
on what is happening in my daily life, rather than on dreamsand active imagination. So
to return to your question, it is primarily my ongoing workwith 'ordinary' reality which
hasenabledme to workwith my basic issues. However, because mask-work hashelpedto
make my psychological dynamics more visible and tangible—and because it has allowed
me to experience thosedynamics in an embodied, exaggerated and playful way— it has
augmented and enriched the workthat I do at a moreprosaic level.

Maja: Were thereother partsof the intensives that were significant foryou? Were thereother
'now moments?'

Daniela: Absolutely, and some of the mostsignificant moments happened outsidethe formal
structure of the intensives. For example, one of my most profound experiences centered
on a run during my first intensive.

Marion, Ann, and Mary, together with the apprentice facilitators, had acted out the
myth of Kore going into the underworld. They portrayed Kore's transformation in the
underworld, showing howthe woman who returnedwas no longerKore, but Persephone.

93 T.S. Eliot, Complete Poems andPlays: 1909-1950, pp. 126-127.
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Following that we did an exercise called 'The Dance of Three,' in which one person is
the dancer, a second person mirrors the movements of the dancer, and a third person
contains both the dancer and the mirror. The dancer was encouraged to imagine herself
as Persephone returning from the darkness of the underworld, and to let her 'movement'
be inspired by that image.

After each member of the triad had taken on each role, we were encouraged to take
the emerging energy of the dancer onto paper or clay. However, art has never been a
powerful medium for me, and on this occasion the energy that had emerged during the
exercise wanted to go running on the moors. So I asked Maryif I could go for a run and
she said that was fine.

I had run every morningduring the intensive but had had to turn round when I came
to a stream, because there had not been enough time to go any further. However, during
that intensive Marion had been talkingabout 'crossings' and when I headed out after the
Danceof Three, the energy was pushingme to cross into a new land. Thus,when I got to
the stream,I silently asked myself, Am I goingto goon?Am I goingto cross this stream?'
I was not sure. There wereonly a few small rocks that I could use as stepping stones, so
it would mean getting my feet and trainers wet, and I was nervous that running with wet
feet and trainers might create blisters. Also, it wasgetting late and I was concerned that
if I continued, I might not make it back for dinner. However, overriding those doubts
wasan inner voice which said, T AM going to cross the stream. I AM going to go on to
explore newlands.'Also, a little waybeyondthe streamI could seea tor—a rockyhill that
is typical of Cornwall and Devon—and I wanted to get to the top of it. So crossing the
stream became a hugely symbolic private ritual, and with some nervousness and much
elation, I went for it.

The journey continued. Although I was pretty fit, jogging up the tor was hard work
and I had to push myself to continue. As I got closer to the top, I was struck by the im
mense granite boulders that formed a circle around the 'summit.' They were weathered
into fantastic shapes, and what I saw in them were terrifying mythological creatures, such
asgiganticvulturesand razor-beaked griffins. Thecreatures appeared to be lookingdown
on me. To get to the summit I had to walk between these boulders, and it seemed to me
that they were the guardians of the summit. Being in an altered and imaginal world I
thought 'Can I walk through this, or not?' In the mythological creatures I saw my fears
and I knew that I had to walk through them to get to the top—but did I have it in me?94

94 Maja's note: Initiation Ritual.
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Something drew me on and, filled with awe and fear; I bowed to the granite guard
ians, to my fears, and reverently walked between the boulders. Arriving at the summit, I
was greeted bya small, shallow, grassy hollow—a natural bowl. From that bowl the boul
ders were far less threatening. Thatside of the boulders was much rounder, and because
I was at the summit they did not tower above me. In fact, once in that grassy bowl, the
boulders felt likethey were protecting me rather than threatening me.

There had been a lot of talk in the intensive about containers, containment and bowls,

so the image was very present, but that run turned the image into an embodied experi
ence. That run gave me a bodilysense of what it was to walk through my fears and to
come to a safe container. As I stood there in wonder, I bowed to the four directions and

let the experience sink in.

Returning across the stream I picked up two stones as tangible links to the experi
ence—one of which I used in the mask exercise that brought me to T am a sword.' But
that was not the end of the experience. Up to that point there had beencloudsin the sky
and the light had been dull, but just after I crossed the stream the sun cameout and so
my shadow appeared, running next to me. I smiled and thought, "That is appropriate: I
may have just walked through my fears, but my shadow isstill by myside!'

Maja: Were there any other aspects of intensives that were meaningful to you?

Daniela: As I have already mentioned there were things that Marion said which made a
big impact. There were occasions when a sentence resonated in a profound way, and I
suddenly understooda little moreabout someaspect of my psychological makeup. There
werethings that she sharedof her ownstory that helped me realize that change really was
possible.

Also, I really enjoyed working with Jung's seminars on Nietzsche's Thus Spake Zara-
thustra, during the BodySoul Rhythms leadership seminars. Although I do not remember
any 'now moments' as such, huge portions of that text resonated, helping me to define
my values and sharpen my understanding.

I am grateful for the poetry that Marion has introduced me to. I have never really
been drawn to poetry, but with Marion infusingthe words with her energy, many of her
favorite poems have stayed with meand theyhave helped me to remain connected during
times of transition, joy and darkness.

I am also grateful for the way that Marion has introduced me to mythology. I grew
up with a scant knowledge of classical mythology, and I had no experience of looking at
myths from the perspective of depth psychology. The way that Marion taught both the
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Psyche and Eros myth, and the myth of Medusa, gave me a deeper and more vibrant
understanding of psychological processes.

Similarly, Marion gave mea feel for elements ofChristian mythology andsymbolism.
I grew up in a secular Jewish home, and I did not have similar images from myJewish
heritage. However, thanks to Marion, images like The Crucifixion, The Divine Child,
TheVirgin, and The Resurrection do now contribute to myworld.

Maja: To conclude, I am wondering if you could articulate the essence of what BodySoul
Rhythms intensives have given you.

Daniela: During the last decade my challenge has been to change how I relate to my trauma,
transform my psychological self-care system, and confront the unconscious beliefs that
limit me and bring me new layers of suffering. BodySoul Rhythms intensives have pro
vided mewith a safe, healing and vibrant environment in which I could do someof that
work.

But there cometimes—perhaps this isoneof them -
when wehave to take ourselves moreseriously or die;
when we have to pull back from the incantations,
rhythms we've moved to thoughtlessly,
and disenthrall ourselves, bestow

ourselves to silence, or a severer listening, cleansed
of oratory, formulas, choruses, laments, static
crowding the wires. We cut the wires,
find ourselves in free-fall, as if

our true home were the undimensional

solitudes, the rift

in the Great Nebula.

No one who survives to speak
new language, has avoided this:
the cutting-away of an old force that held her
rooted to an old ground
the pitch of utter loneliness
where she herself and all creation

seem equally dispersed, weightless, her being a cry
to which no echo comes or can ever come.95

95 Adrienne Rich, The Dream ofa Common Language: Poems 1974-1977, pp. 74-75.
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